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Abstract. Tissue P systems generalize the membrane structure tree
usual in original models of P systems to an arbitrary graph. Basic opera-
tions in these systems are communication rules, enriched in some variants
with cell division or cell separation. Several variants of tissue P systems
were recently studied, together with the concept of uniform families of
these systems. Their computational power was shown to range between
P and NP ∪ co-NP, thus characterizing some interesting borderlines
between tractability and intractability. In this paper we show that com-
putational power of these uniform families in polynomial time is limited
by the class PSPACE. This class characterizes the power of many clas-
sical parallel computing models.
1 Introduction
P systems (also membrane systems) can be described as bio-inspired computing
models trying to capture information and control aspects of processes in living
cells. P systems are focusing, e.g., on molecular synthesis within cells, selective
particle recognition by membranes, controlled transport through protein chan-
nels, membrane division, membrane dissolution and many others. These pro-
cesses are modeled in P systems by means of operations on multisets in separate
cell-like regions.
Tissue P systems were introduced first in [9] where they were described as a
kind of abstract neural nets. Instead of considering a hierarchical arrangement
usual in previous models of P systems, membranes/cells are placed in the nodes
of a virtual graph. Biological justification of the model (see [10]) is the intercel-
lular communication and cooperation between neurons and, generally, between
tissue cells. The communication among cells is based on symport/antiport rules
which were introduced to P systems in [14]. Symport rules move objects across a
membrane together in one direction, whereas antiport rules move objects across
a membrane in opposite directions. In tissue P systems these two variants were
unified as a unique type of rule. From the original definitions of tissue P systems
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[9, 10], several research lines have been developed and other variants have arisen
(see, for example, [1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12]).
An interesting variant of tissue P systems was presented in [15] and named
tissue P systems with cell division. The model is enriched with the operation of
cell replication, that is, two new cells are generated from one original cell by a
division rule. The new cells have exactly the same objects except for at most a
pair of different objects. The following results were obtained: (a) only tractable
problems can be efficiently solved when the length of communication rules is
restricted to 1, and (b) an efficient (uniform) solution to the SAT problem exists
when using communication rules with length at most 3 (and, of course, division
rules). Hence, in the framework of recognizer tissue P systems with cell division,
the length of the communication rules provides a borderline between efficiency
and non-efficiency.
In this paper we impose an upper bound on the power of several types of
tissue P systems. Specifically, we show that tissue systems with cell division
can be simulated in polynomial space. As a consequence, the class of problems
solvable by uniform families of these systems in polynomial time is limited by
the class PSPACE.
The paper is organized as follows: first, we recall some preliminaries, and then
the definition of tissue P systems with cell division is given. Next, recognizer
tissue P systems and computational complexity classes in this framework are
briefly described. In Section 3 we demonstrate that any such tissue P system can
be simulated by a classical computer (and, hence, also by Turing machine) in
polynomial space. The last section contains conclusions and some open problems.
2 Tissue P Systems with Cell Division
We fix some notation first. A multiset m with underlying set A is a pair (A, f)
where f : A → N is a mapping. If m = (A, f) is a multiset then its support is
defined as supp(m) = {x ∈ A | f(x) > 0}. The total number of elements in a
multiset, including repeated memberships, is the cardinality of the multiset. A
multiset is empty (resp. finite) if its support is the empty set (resp. a finite set).
If m = (A, f) is a finite multiset over A, and supp(m) = {a1, . . . , ak} then it can
also be represented by the string a
f(a1)
1 . . . a
f(ak)
k over the alphabet {a1, . . . , ak}.
Nevertheless, all permutations of this string precisely identify the same multiset
m. Throughout this paper, we speak about “the finite multiset m” where m is
a string, and meaning “the finite multiset represented by the string m”.
If m1 = (A, f1), m2 = (A, f2) are multisets over A, then we define the union
of m1 and m2 as m1 +m2 = (A, g), where g = f1 + f2.
For any sets A and B the relative complement A \B of B in A is defined as
follows:
A \B = {x ∈ A | x /∈ B}
In what follows, we assume the reader is already familiar with the basic
notions and the terminology of P systems. For details, see [16].
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2.1 Basic Definition
Tissue P Systems with cell division is based on the cell-like model of P systems
with active membranes [13]. The biological inspiration is the following: alive
tissues are not static network of cells but new cells are produced by membrane
division in a natural way. In these models, the cells are not polarized; the two
cells obtained by division have the same labels as the original cell, and if a cell
is divided, its interaction with other cells or with the environment is blocked
during the division process.
Definition 1. A tissue P system with cell division of degree q ≥ 1 is a tuple
Π = (Γ, E ,M1, . . . ,Mq,R, iout),
where:
1. Γ is a finite alphabet whose elements are called objects;
2. E ⊆ Γ is a finite alphabet representing the set of objects initially in the
environment of the system, and 0 is the label of the environment (the envi-
ronment is not properly a cell of the system); let us assume that objects in
the environment appear in inexhaustibly many copies each;
3. M1, . . . ,Mq are strings over Γ , representing the finite multisets of objects
placed in the q cells of the system at the beginning of the computation;
1, 2, · · · , q are labels which identify the cells of the system;
4. R is a finite set of rules of the following forms:
(a) Communication rules: (i, u/v, j), for i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , q}, i ̸= j, u, v ∈
Γ ∗, |uv| > 0. When applying a rule (i, u/v, j), the objects of the multiset
represented by u are sent from region i to region j and, simultaneously,
the objects of the multiset v are sent from region j to region i;
(b) Division rules: [a]i → [b]i[c]i, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q} and a, b, c ∈ Γ , and
i ̸= iout. In reaction with an object a, the cell i is divided into two cells
with the same label; in the first cell the object a is replaced by b; in the
second cell the object a is replaced by c; the output cell iout cannot be
divided;
5. iout ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , q} is the output cell.
A communication rule (i, u/v, j) is called a symport rule if u = λ or v = λ. A
symport rule (i, u/λ, j), with i ̸= 0, j ̸= 0, provides a virtual arc from cell i to cell
j. A communication rule (i, u/v, j) is called an antiport rule if u ̸= λ and v ̸= λ.
An antiport rule (i, u/v, j), with i ̸= 0, j ̸= 0, provides two arcs: one from cell i
to cell j and another one from cell j to cell i. Thus, every tissue P systems has an
underlying directed graph whose nodes are the cells of the system and the arcs
are obtained from communication rules. In this context, the environment can be
considered as a virtual node of the graph such that their connections are defined
by the communication rules of the form (i, u/v, j), with i = 0 or j = 0. Let us
agree that no symport rule is permissible which would send an infinite number
of objects from the environment to some cell. The length of the communication
rule (i, u/v, j) is defined as |u|+ |v|.
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The rules of a system like the above one are used in the non-deterministic
maximally parallel manner as customary in Membrane Computing. At each step,
all cells which can evolve must evolve in a maximally parallel way (at each step
we apply a multiset of rules which is maximal, no further rule can be added
being applicable). There is one important restriction: when a cell is divided, the
division rule is the only one which is applied for that cell at that step; thus,
the objects inside that cell do not evolve by means of communication rules. The
label of a cell precisely identify the rules which can be applied to it.
A configuration of a tissue P system with cell division at any instant is de-
scribed by all multisets of objects over Γ associated with all the cells present in
the system, and the multiset of objects over Γ − E associated with the environ-
ment at that moment. Bearing in mind the objects from E have infinite copies in
the environment, they are not properly changed along the computation. The ini-
tial configuration is (M1, · · · ,Mq; ∅). A configuration is a halting configuration
if no rule of the system is applicable to it.
We say that configuration C1 yields configuration C2 in one transition step,
denoted C1 ⇒Π C2, if we can pass from C1 to C2 by applying the rules from
R as specified above. A computation of Π is a (finite or infinite) sequence of
configurations such that:
1. the first term of the sequence is the initial configuration of the system;
2. each non-initial configuration of the sequence is obtained from the previous
configuration by applying rules of the system in a maximally parallel manner
with the restrictions previously mentioned; and
3. if the sequence is finite (called halting computation) then the last term of
the sequence is a halting configuration.
Halting computations give a result which is encoded by the objects present in
the output cell iout in the halting configuration.
2.2 Recognizer Tissue P Systems with Cell Division
Let us denote a decision problem as a pair (IX , θX) where IX is a language over
a finite alphabet (whose elements are called instances) and θX is a total boolean
function over IX . A natural correspondence between decision problems and lan-
guages over a finite alphabet can be established as follows. Given a decision
problem X = (IX , θX), its associated language is LX = {w ∈ IX : θX(w) = 1}.
Conversely, given a language L over an alphabet Σ, its associated decision prob-
lem is XL = (IXL , θXL), where IXL = Σ
∗, and θXL = {(x, 1) : x ∈ L}∪{(x, 0) :
x /∈ L}. The solvability of decision problems is defined through the recognition
of the languages associated with them, by using languages recognizer devices.
In order to study the computational efficiency of membrane systems, the no-
tions from classical computational complexity theory are adapted for Membrane
Computing, and a special class of cell-like P systems is introduced in [18]: recog-
nizer P systems. For tissue P systems, with the same idea as recognizer cell-like
P systems, recognizer tissue P systems is introduced in [15].
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Definition 2. A recognizer tissue P system with cell division of degree q ≥ 1 is
a tuple
Π = (Γ,Σ, E ,M1, . . . ,Mq,R, iin, iout)
where:
1. (Γ, E ,M1, . . . ,Mq,R, iout) is a tissue P system with cell division of degree
q ≥ 1 (as defined in the previous section).
2. The working alphabet Γ has two distinguished objects yes and no being, at
least, one copy of them present in some initial multisets M1, . . . , Mq, but
none of them are present in E.
3. Σ is an (input) alphabet strictly contained in Γ , and E ⊆ Γ \Σ.
4. M1, . . . ,Mq are strings over Γ \Σ;
5. iin ∈ {1, . . . , q} is the input cell.
6. The output region iout is the environment.
7. All computations halt.
8. If C is a computation of Π, then either object yes or object no (but not both)
must have been released into the environment, and only at the last step of
the computation.
For each w ∈ Σ∗, the computation of the system Π with input w ∈ Σ∗ starts
from the configuration of the form (M1,M2, . . . ,Miin + w, . . . ,Mq; ∅), that
is, the input multiset w has been added to the contents of the input cell iin.
Therefore, we have an initial configuration associated with each input multiset
w (over the input alphabet Σ) in this kind of systems.
Given a recognizer tissue P system with cell division, we say that a computa-
tion C is an accepting computation (respectively, rejecting computation) if object
yes (respectively, object no) appears in the environment associated with the
corresponding halting configuration of C, and neither object yes nor no appears
in the environment associated with any non-halting configuration of C.
For each natural number k ≥ 1, we denote by TDC(k) the class of recognizer
tissue P systems with cell division and communication rules of length at most k.
We denote by TDC the class of recognizer tissue P systems with cell division and
without restriction on the length of communication rules. Obviously, TDC(k) ⊆
TDC for all k ≥ 1.
2.3 Polynomial Complexity Classes of Tissue P Systems
Next, we define what means solving a decision problem in the framework of
tissue P systems efficiently and in a uniform way. Bearing in mind that they
provide devices with a finite description, a numerable family of tissue P systems
will be necessary in order to solve a decision problem.
Definition 3. We say that a decision problem X = (IX , θX) is solvable in a
uniform way and polynomial time by a family Π = {Π(n) | n ∈ N} of recognizer
tissue P systems (with cell division) if the following holds:
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1. The family Π is polynomially uniform by Turing machines, that is, there
exists a deterministic Turing machine working in polynomial time which
constructs the system Π(n) from n ∈ N.
2. There exists a pair (cod, s) of polynomial-time computable functions over IX
such that:
(a) for each instance u ∈ IX , s(u) is a natural number and cod(u) is an
input multiset of the system Π(s(u));
(b) for each n ∈ N, s−1(n) is a finite set;
(c) the family Π is polynomially bounded with regard to (X, cod, s), that is,
there exists a polynomial function p, such that for each u ∈ IX every
computation of Π(s(u)) with input cod(u) is halting and it performs at
most p(|u|) steps;
(d) the family Π is sound with regard to (X, cod, s), that is, for each u ∈ IX ,
if there exists an accepting computation of Π(s(u)) with input cod(u),
then θX(u) = 1;
(e) the family Π is complete with regard to (X, cod, s), that is, for each
u ∈ IX , if θX(u) = 1, then every computation of Π(s(u)) with input
cod(u) is an accepting one.
From the soundness and completeness conditions above we deduce that every
P systemΠ(n) is confluent, in the following sense: every computation of a system
with the same input multiset must always give the same answer.
Let R be a class of recognizer tissue P systems. We denote by PMCR the
set of all decision problems which can be solved in a uniform way and polynomial
time by means of families of systems from R. The following results have been
proved:
Theorem 1 ([6]). P = PMCTDC(1)
Theorem 2 ([15]). NP ∪ co-NP ⊆ PMCTDC(3)
As a consequence, bothNP and co-NP are contained in the classPMCTDC .
In this paper we impose an upper bound on PMCTDC .
3 Simulation of Tissue P Systems with Cell Division in
Polynomial Space
In this section we demonstrate that any computation of a recognizer tissue P
system with cell division can be simulated in space polynomial to its initial
size and the number of steps. Instead of simulating a computation of a P system
from its initial configuration onwards (which would require exponential space for
storing configurations), we create a recursive function which computes content
of any cell h after a given number of steps. Thus we do not need to store content
of cells interacting with h but we calculate it recursively whenever needed.
Simulated P systems are confluent, hence possibly nondeterministic, but the
simulation will be performed in a deterministic way: only one possible sequence
of configurations of the P system is traced. This corresponds to a weak priority
relation between rules:
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Fig. 1. An example of indexing of cells during first two computational steps.
(i) division rules are always applied prior to communication rules,
(ii) priority between communication rules given by the order they are listed,
(iii) priority between cells to which the rules are applied.
However, the confluency condition ensures that such a simulation is correct as
all computations starting from the same initial configuration must lead to the
same result.
Each cell of Π is assigned a unique label in the initial configuration. But cells
may be divided during computation of Π, producing more membranes with the
same label. To identify membranes uniquely, we add to each label a compound
index. Each index is an empty string in the initial configuration. If a membrane
is not divided in a computational step, digit 1 is attached to its index. If a
division rule is applied, the first resulting membrane has attached 1 and the
second membrane 2 to its index. After n steps of computation, index of each
membrane is an n-tuple of digits from {1, 2}. Notice that some n-tuples may
denote non-existing membranes as membranes need not divide at each step. The
situation is illustrated in Fig. 1: membrane h is divided at first step, membranes
g1 and h2 are divided at second step. Membrane h12 does not exist, for instance.
Consider a confluent recognizer tissue P system with cell division of degree
q ≥ 1, described formally as
Π = (Γ,Σ, E ,M1, . . . ,Mq,R, iin, iout).
For any cell of Π we denote the multiset of objects contained in it at any instant
simply as its content.We construct function Content which computes recursively
the content of any cell labeled h with index ind of Π after n ≥ 0 steps of
computation as follows:
1. verify whether the ancestor of cell h existed at previous computational step;
if not, the cell does not exist;
2. for all rules in a fixed order: for all copies of cells affected by that rule:
Limits of the power of tissue P systems with cell division
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(a) subsequently and recursively calculate contents of these cells in previous
step;
(b) calculate the number of applications of the rule in the maximally parallel
way;
(c) if one of the affected cells is h, record the multiset of rules applied to it;
3. Re-calculate content of cell h in previous step of computation and apply the
recorded rules to obtain new content of the cell.
When applying a rule to a particular cell in phase 2, one must start with
the multiset of objects remaining in that cell after rules already applied in the
same step n. Fortunately enough, it is not necessary to store contents of all cells
or all multisets of rules applied to each cell in step n. Recall that the order
of application of rules in R is fixed and so is the order of cells to which these
rules are applied in a maximally parallel way. Then the multiset of rules already
applied to a particular cell in step n can be always re-calculated when the cell is
affected by another rule in the same step. The only value which must be stored
is the total multiset of rules already applied in step n. Assume for simplicity that
an input multiset of objects w is already included in the initial multiset Miin .
function content
Parameters: ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , q} – label of a cell
i1i2 . . . in – a compound index
n – a number of step
Returns: the content of cell labeled ℓ with compound index i1i2 . . . in
after n steps of computation, or null if such a cell does not exist.
Auxiliary variables:
rulesAppliedToℓ, rulesAppliedTotal, rulesForCell1, rulesForCell2;
(Multisets of applicable or applied rules with underlying set R)
contentCell1, contentCell2, contentFinal;
(Multisets storing contents of cells)
if n = 0 then return Mℓ; (return the initial multiset of cell ℓ)
set multiplicity of all elements in rulesAppliedTotal to 0;
set multiplicity of all elements in rulesAppliedToℓ to 0;
for each communication rule (j, u/v, k) in R do begin
(Now we scan all existing copies of cells labeled j and k affected by the rule.)
rulesForCell1 := rulesAppliedTotal;
for each possible compound index j1j2 . . . jn−1 do begin
contentCell1 = content(j, j1j2 . . . jn−1, n− 1);
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(Calculate the content of cell j with index j1j2 . . . jn−1 in previous step)
if (contentCell1 = null) or (cell can apply a division rule)
then skip the rest of the cycle;
calculate the maximal multiset of rules in rulesForCell1
applicable to cell j with objects contentCell1;
remove these rules from multiset rulesForCell1;
remove the corresponding objects from contentCell1;
rulesForCell2 := rulesAppliedTotal;
for each possible compound index k1k2 . . . kn−1 do begin
contentCell2 = content(k, k1k2 . . . kn−1, n− 1);
(Calculate the content of cell k with index k1k2 . . . kn−1 in previous step)
if contentCell2 = null or cell can apply a division rule
then skip the rest of the cycle;
calculate the maximal multiset of rules in rulesForCell2
applicable to cell k with contentCell2;
remove these rules from multiset rulesForCell2;
remove the corresponding objects from contentCell2;
(Now contentCell1 and ContentCell2 contain objects remaining in cell j
with index j1j2 . . . jn−1 and in cell k with index k1k2 . . . kn−1,
respectively, after application of previously scanned rules in step n.)
let x = maximum copies of rule (j, u/v, k) applicable to cells
j, k with contentCell1 and contentCell2, respectively;
remove x copies of u from contentCell1;
add x copies of rule (j, u/v, k) to rulesAppliedTotal;
if one of the cells j or k is identical with cell ℓ
with index i1i2 . . . in−1 then
add x occurrences of rule (j, u/v, k) to rulesAppliedToℓ;
end cycle; (cell k with index k1k2 . . . kn−1)
end cycle; (cell j with index j1j2 . . . jn−1)
end cycle; (rule (j, u/v, k))
(At this moment, variable rulesAppliedToℓcontains the complete multiset
of rules applied in step n to cell ℓ with indices i1i2 . . . in−1. )
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contentFinal = content(ℓ, i1i2 . . . in−1, n− 1);
(Calculate the content of cell ℓ with index i1i2 . . . in−1 in previous step)
if contentFinal = null then return null and exit;
if a division rule [a]ℓ → [b]ℓ[c]ℓ exists such that
contentFinal contains a then
if in = 1 then
remove a from contentFinal and add b;
else
remove a from contentFinal and add c;
(Cell ℓ with index i1i2 . . . in−1 divides in step n)
else
if in = 2 then
return null and exit;
(The last element in of compound index corresponds to a copy of cell ℓ
dividing in step n which is not the case, hence this copy does not exist.)
else
apply all rules in rulesAppliedToℓ to contentFinal, i.e.,
add/remove multisets of objects corresponding to cell ℓ
in rules to/from contentFinal;
return contentFinal;
We defined explicitly internal variables with largest memory demands in
function content in its preamble. Other variables are used implicitly. This is
necessary for the following result.
Theorem 3. A result of any computation consisting of n steps of a confluent
tissue P system with cell division can be computed with Turing machine in space
polynomial to n.
Proof. Consider a confluent tissue P system with cell division
Π = (Γ,Σ, E ,M1, . . . ,Mq,R, iin, iout).
The function content described above evaluates the content of a particular cell
after n steps, but simultaneously also an application of all possible rules during
n-th step in all cells is also simulated. Hence, it is very easy to check whether any
rule is applied or, on the contrary, whether the computation stops (the multiset
rulesAppliedTotal is empty). The result of computation of Π with an input
w is obtained as follows:
1. Prepare the initial configuration of Π, add w to Miin .
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2. Subsequently compute content(iout, 11 . . . 1, n) for n = 0, 1, 2, .... until no
rule is applicable. Note that the output membrane never divides and hence
its index contains only 1’s. Record in each step the presence of objects yes
or no.
3. If one of objects yes or no appeared in the output membrane and only in
the last step, return the result of computation.
Space complexity of the function content(ℓ, index, n) is determined by vari-
ables storing multisets of objects and applicable rules. The first type represents
a multiset of objects contained in a particular cell. Its cardinality is limited from
above by the total number of objects in the system after n steps. Denote this
number by on. Therefore,
o0 =
q∑
i=1
card(Mi) + |w|. (1)
At each step each cell can divide (which does not increase the number of its
objects) or it can introduce new object to the system from the environment via
antiport rules. Denote Ra the set of antiport rules in R. Hence, we can write
that on ≤ con−1 for n ≥ 1 and a constant c, where
c = max{ max
(i,u/v,j)∈Ra
{|u|/|v|}, max
(i,u/v,j)∈Ra
{|v|/|u|}}. (2)
After n step we have
on ≤ o0cn (3)
which is a value representable by dn bits for a constant
d ≤ log o0 + log c. (4)
Finally, |Γ |dn bits are necessary to describe any multiset with cardinality dn
and with the underlying set Γ. This is also the maximum size of any variable of
this type.
The situation is similar for multisets of applicable rules. The cardinality of
each such multiset at n-th computational step is limited by the number on of
objects in the system. Hence the size of each such variable is at most |R|dn.
Finally, let us analyze the space complexity of function content. Function
content with parameter n performs recursive calls of itself with parameter n−
1. It uses three variables storing multisets of objects and four variables with
multisets of rules. For its space complexity C(n) we can therefore write:
C(0) = log o0 (5)
C(n) ≤ C(n− 1) + 3|Γ |dn+ 4|R|dn, n ≥ 1. (6)
The solution to this recurrence is
C(n) = O((|Γ |+ |R|)dn2 + log o0). (7)
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Hence, with the aid of the function content described above, a conventional
computer can simulate n steps of computation of the systems Π in space poly-
nomial to n, and as the space necessary for Turing machine performing the same
computation is asymptotically the same, the statement follows. 2
Theorem 4. PMCTDC ⊆ PSPACE
Proof. Consider a family Π = {Π(n) | n ∈ N} of recognizer tissue P systems
with cell division satisfying conditions of Definition 3, which solves in a uniform
way and polynomial time a decision problem X = (IX , θX). For each instance
u ∈ IX , denote
Π(s(u)) = (Γ,Σ, E ,M1, . . . ,Mq,R, iin, iout)
and let w = cod(u) be the corresponding input multiset. By Definition 3, para-
graphs 1 and 2(a), the values of card(w), card(M1), . . . , card(Mq), and lengths
of rules in R are exponential with respect to |u| (they must be constructed by
a deterministic Turing machine in polynomial time). Furthermore, values of |Γ |
and |R| are polynomial to |u|. (Actually, the alphabet Γ could possibly have
exponentially many elements but only polynomially many of them could appear
in the system Π(s(u)) during its computation and the rest could be ignored.)
By Definition 3, paragraph 2(c), also the number of steps n of any compu-
tation of system Π(s(u)) is polynomial to |u|. Then by (1)–(4) the value of d is
polynomial to |u| and, by (7), so is the space complexity of function content.
Therefore, each instance u ∈ IX can be solved with a Turing machine in space
polynomial to |u|. 2
4 Discussion
The results presented in this paper establish a theoretical upper bound on the
power of confluent tissue P systems with cell division. Note that the charac-
terization of power of non-confluent (hence non-deterministic) tissue P systems
with cell division remains open. The presented proof cannot be simply adapted
to this case by using a non-deterministic Turing (or other) machine for simu-
lation. Observe that in our recursive algorithm the same configuration of a P
system is typically re-calculated many times during one simulation run. If the
simulation was non-deterministic, we could obtain different results for the same
configuration which would make the simulation non-consistent.
If we defined a descriptional complexity (i.e., a size of description) of any
tissue P system with cell division, Theorem 3 could be rephrased as follows: any
computation of such a P systems can be simulated in space polynomial to the size
of description of that P system and to the number of steps of its computation.
Another variant one could consider is the case when a cell can divide using
a rule of type [a]ℓ → [b]ℓ[c]ℓ and it can communicate in the same step. To be
consistent, one should perform communication first (preserving the object a)
and then divide the resulting cell to two membranes, replacing a with b or c,
respectively. The presented proofs can be simply adapted to this variant.
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The presented result is related to two other results which also deals with the
relation of the class PSPACE to the computational power of certain families of
P systems. The first of them is the result presented in [20] which deals with P
systems with active membranes, equipped with a similar division of membranes
as here. The P systems with active membranes, however, use an acyclic com-
munication graph (a tree of membrane structure), while here we work with an
arbitrary graph which makes the structure of the proof different. It was shown
in [20] that the class PSPACE characterizes precisely the computational power
of P systems with active membranes. The second related result [19] studies the
model very similar to that used here: tissue P systems with cell separation. The
upper bound PSPACE to their computational power is proven in [19]. It re-
mains open whether this upper bound on the power of polynomially uniform
families of tissue P systems with cell division or cell separation can be still im-
proved or not.
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